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Week 3
Trauma Information
This week introduces ideas about why traumatic experiences might
cause us problems such as flashbacks and intrusive feelings and
thoughts.
It explains a little about how the brain works and how this can
create problems when we have had overwhelming experiences.
It gives some ideas about what might help in coping with
flashbacks, and goes into more depth about ideas for grounding.
It gives an exercise of creating an ‘emergency box’ to help when
things are very difficult, and another drawing exercise of creating a
‘first aid kit’ for ourselves.
This week ends with some simple ways that mindfulness might
support us in coping with traumatic memories.
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Treating Traumatic Memories
The mind is like a factory, and one of its jobs is to process life events so that they can
become memories. Most life events are of a size and nature that the factory can cope with:

Event

Processing

Memory

However, sometimes an event occurs, such as a trauma, which is simply too large or difficult
to process.

Traumatic event

Distress (no processing)

Because it isn’t processed, the event is prevented from becoming a memory – this means
that it remains a current problem, rather than one that’s in the past. Current situations or
events that remind us of the original trauma, trigger us to have ‘flashbacks’ which means we
re-live and re-experience the emotions and physical sensations that were experienced at the
time of the original trauma. At those distressing times, we tend to press the factory’s STOP
button. We also avoid situations which are likely to trigger these ‘flashback’ experiences,
reinforcing the lack of processing.

Effectively treating the traumatic event so that our factory can process them into memories
means gradually becoming able to speak about or think about the traumatic event in a safe
and contained way. This will mean dealing with each small piece of the trauma and what it
means in manageable parts. It will also mean building up trusting relationships, perhaps
with a therapist, over some time. We also need to learn to care for ourselves, especially
when we are finding things difficult.

Traumatic event

Small pieces of
memory and
meaning

Safe places to talk
Building up trust in therapy
Writing/reading about trauma
Self-care

Memories
(less distress)
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Two Parts of the Brain
Hippocampus

Amygdala

 Stores memories of time and
space

 The brain’s “smoke detector”
for fear/danger

 Places memories in context
and perspective

 Very active during
emotionally charged events

 Impacted upon greatly by
Amygdala activation

 Stores emotionally charged
memories

 Becomes suppressed during
trauma - its function of
placing a memory into the
past goes off-line

 Can remain over-active thus
responsible for many
symptons of PTSD (i.e.
hypervigilance, reexperiencing of event, etc)

 This “free-floating” memory
can then cause flashbacks

Flashbacks
What are flashbacks?
Memories of traumatic incidents can sometimes return in the form of flashbacks
which are very frightening and can impinge on everyday life. They can feel like a reexperiencing of the traumatic event via intrusive and unwanted images and can
sometimes include a re-experiencing of the physical pain endured during the
traumatic event. Flashbacks can be so intense and disruptive that it feels as though
the trauma is happening all over again in the here and now and can seriously affect
day-to-day living. The impact of this can be one of a sense of loss of control, fear and
helplessness.
Why do they occur?
A simple way of explaining why flashbacks occur post-trauma can be explained as
follows. There are two parts of the brain that work to process and store events into
memories – the amygdala and the hippocampus. The first one (amygdala) is involved
in the processing of emotions such as fear, anger and terror, and will instantaneously
prepare the body for flight, fight or freeze in such a situation (it can be likened to a
smoke detector in a house). It is also responsible for determining what memories are

stored and where in the brain they are stored. The second part (hippocampus) is
responsible for intellectualising information, putting it into perspective and storing it
as a memory of something past.
However, the functioning of the hippocampus can become seriously impaired during
a traumatic event due to being overwhelmed with stress hormones. This means that
the traumatic event is prevented from becoming a memory as we understand them
to be. It can be described as almost a “floating” memory – thus its ability to invade
our thoughts at any given moment or for it to be provoked by certain triggers.
As the information regarding the trauma has not been properly encoded ‘in time and
space’ by the brain, it can have the feeling of re-living the trauma all over again
rather than simply remembering it. There is a big difference between remembering
something and re-living it. Flashbacks are therefore extremely difficult for a person
to understand let alone begin to control.
The ability of the hippocampus for clear and cohesive thinking is also drastically
impaired during a traumatic event due to the combination of fear, anxiety and stress
overwhelming it, together with the tide of stress hormones. Think of a contestant on
a game show and how suddenly their mind goes blank and they just can’t think
straight – this is why. Our ability to make sense of a traumatic event at the time it is
happening is therefore almost impossible.
It is important to understand that flashbacks are a normal reaction to an abnormal
situation – particularly one that is overwhelmingly frightening or life-threatening.
What can trigger a flashback?
Traumatic memories can easily be triggered and there can be many triggers for
flashbacks, including –





certain smells or sounds
a place
a voice
seeing someone who resembles an abuser/attacker or seeing the abuser
themselves
 sexual situations
However, a flashback can occur at any moment without there seemingly having been
a trigger – the result of it having become a “floating” memory as described above.
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Grounding – an Introduction
We have included a number of different approaches to grounding
because different people will find different things helpful. Have a
look at the following pages and choose a number of techniques that
you think you might find especially helpful.
Try them out and practice with them for a few days. If you feel a
connection with them and they feel ‘right’ for you then continue to
practice them and develop them for yourself until you have your
own ‘grounding routine’. Then practice it regularly.
If you’re not sure what will work for you try different techniques on
different days and continue with the ones that work best for you.
They need to become comforting, familiar and easily called to mind.
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Grounding Techniques
What is Grounding?
Grounding techniques are simple strategies to detach from overwhelming distress
(for example, flashbacks, self-harm impulses, anger, sadness). Distraction works by
focusing outward on the world – rather than inward toward the distress. You can
also think of it as “distraction”, “a safe place” or “healthy detachment”.
Why Grounding?
When you are feeling safe and calm or supported in therapy or in another safe
relationship, you may want to turn towards your distress to begin to process it and
learn to manage it in a different way.
However, when you are overwhelmed you need a way to become calmer so you can
gain control over your feelings and stay safe. Grounding ‘anchors’ you to the present
and to reality.
Many people who have experienced trauma struggle with either feeling too much
(overwhelming emotions and memories) or too little (numbing and dissociation).
Grounding can help you to find a balance between the two and help you to feel more
in control of your emotions.
Guidelines
 Grounding can be done anytime, anyplace, anywhere and no one has to
know.
 Use grounding when you are: faced with a trigger, having a flashback, afraid
of losing control or when your emotional pain goes above 6 (on a 0-10 scale).
 Keep your eyes open, scan the room and turn the light on to stay in touch
with the present.
 Rate your mood before and after to test whether it has worked. Before
grounding, rate your level of emotional pain (0-10, where 10 means “extreme
pain”). The re-rate it afterwards. Has it gone down?
 Stay neutral – no judgements of “good” and “bad”. For example, “The walls
are yellow; I dislike yellow because it reminds me that I am not happy”. Simply
say “The walls are yellow” and move on.
 Focus on the present, not the past or future.
Ways to Ground
Mental Grounding
 Describe your environment in detail using all your senses. For example, “The
walls are pink; there are six chairs, there is a wooden table against the wall…..”
Describe objects, sounds, textures, colours, smells, shapes, numbers and
temperature. You can do this anywhere. For example on the bus: “I’m on the
















bus. I’ll see the river soon. Those are the windows. This is the seat. The metal
bar is silver. The bus adverts have five colours…..”
Play a “categories” game with yourself. Try to think of “types of dogs”, “jazz
musicians”, “films that begin with A”, “cars”, “TV shows”, “writers”, “sports”,
“songs”, “European cities”.
Do an age progression. If you have regressed to a younger age (e.g. 7 years
old), you can slowly work your way back up (e.g. “I’m now 8”; “I’m now 9”;
“I’m now 10”…) until you are back to your current age.
Describe an everyday activity in great detail. For example, describe a meal
that you cook (e.g. First I peel the potatoes and cut them into quarters, then I
boil the water, I add a little salt…”).
Imagine. Use an image: Glide along on roller skates away from your pain;
change the TV channel to a better programme, think of a wall as a buffer
between you and your pain.
Say a safety statement. “My name is ____________; I am safe right now. I am
in the present, not the past. I am located in _____________. The date is
________.
Read something, saying each word to yourself. Or read each letter backwards
so that you focus on the letters and not on the meaning of the words.
Use humour. Think of something funny to jolt yourself out of your mood.
Count to 10 or say the alphabet very s..l..o..w..l..y.
Repeat a favourite saying to yourself over and over.

Physical Grounding
 Run cool or warm water over your hands.
 Grab tightly onto your chair as hard as you can.
 Touch various objects around you: a pen, keys, your clothing, the table.
Notice textures, colours, materials, weight, temperature. Compare objects
you touch: Is one colder? Lighter?
 Dip your toes into the floor – literally “grounding” them! Notice the tension
centred in your toes as you do this. Remind yourself that you are connected to
the ground.
 Carry a ground object in your pocket – a small object (a small rock, clay, ring,
piece of cloth or yarn) that you can touch whenever you feel triggered.
 Jump up and down.
 Notice your body. The weight of your body in the chair; wiggling your toes in
your socks; the feel of your back against the chair. You are connected to the
world.
 Stretch. Extend your fingers, arms or legs as far as you can; roll your head
around.
 Walk slowly, noticing each footstep, saying “left”, “right” with each step.
 Eat something. Describe the flavours in detail to yourself.

 Focus on your breathing. Noticing each inhale and exhale. Repeat a pleasant
word to yourself on each inhale (for example, a favourite colour or soothing
word such as “safe” or “easy”).
Soothing Grounding
 Say kind statements, as if you were talking to a small child. E.g. “You are a
good person going through a hard time. You’ll get through this”.
 Think of favourites. Think of your favourite colour, animal, season, food, time
of day, TV show.
 Picture people you care about (e.g. your children; and look at photographs of
them).
 Remember the words to an inspiring song, quotation or poem that makes
you feel better.
 Remember a safe place. Describe a place that you find very soothing (perhaps
the beach or mountains, or a favourite room); focus on everything about that
place – the sounds, colours, shapes, objects, textures.
 Say a coping statement. “I can handle this”, “This feeling will pass”.
 Plan out a safe treat for yourself such as a favourite TV programme, a nice
dinner or a warm bath.
 Think of things you are looking forward to in the next week. Perhaps time
with a friend or going for a walk.
What if Grounding Doesn’t Work?
 Practice as often as possible. Even when you don’t “need” it, so that you’ll
know it by heart.
 Practice faster. Speeding up the pace gets you focused on the outside world
quickly.
 Try grounding for a loooooooooonnng time (20-30 minutes). And, repeat,
repeat, repeat.
 Try to notice whether you do better with “physical” or “mental” grounding.
 Create your own method of grounding. Any method you make up may be
worth much more than those you read here because it is yours.
 Start grounding early in a negative mood cycle. Start when you have just
begun to feel bad or when you have just started having a flashback.
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Make Your Own ‘First Aid’ Box
Can you draw or write what helps you when you are experiencing a flashback or are
feeling very distressed? What do you already do that helps? Are there any positive
phrases that especially speak to you? Are there any places or people you could draw or
write about which are comforting?
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Mindfulness can also be a way of grounding and can also give you a sense of having more
choice and control about how you feel. You could use these one or two minute ideas for
mindfulness throughout your day so that they become habits you can call on when things
are difficult.
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Snowdrops
Do you know what I was, how I lived? You know
what despair is; then
winter should have meaning for you.
I did not expect to survive,
earth suppressing me. I didn't expect
to waken again, to feel
in damp earth my body
able to respond again, remembering
after so long how to open again
in the cold light
of earliest spring-afraid, yes, but among you again
crying yes risk joy
in the raw wind of the new world.
Louise Gluck
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I go among trees and sit still
I go among trees and sit still.
All my stirring becomes quiet
around me like circles on water.
My tasks lie in their places
where I left them, asleep like cattle.
Then what is afraid of me comes
and lives a while in my sight.
What it fears in me leaves me,
and the fear of me leaves it.
It sings, and I hear its song.
Then what I am afraid of comes.
I live for a while in its sight.
What I fear in it leaves it,
and the fear of it leaves me.
It sings, and I hear its song.
After days of labor,
mute in my consternations,
I hear my song at last,
and I sing it. As we sing,
the day turns, the trees move.
Wendell Berry
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Homework
 Practice grounding for 5 minutes each day, even when you’re feeling
fine.
 Add a poem or a quote that comforts you to your emergency box, or put
it in your purse or wallet.
 Read through the information about trauma and flashbacks again.
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#

There’s a world of help out there...

Book: 8 Keys to Safe
Trauma Recovery Bebette Rothschild.
Can be ordered
from your library,
bought from
bookshop or online

Helpguide useful website
with pages
focussing on
post-traumatic
stress

PODS - POsitive
Outcomes for
Dissociative
Survivors - a
website with
resources about
abuse & trauma, a
helpline and
training days

Trauma

Mind Website what is posttraumatic stress
disorder?

Trauma pages
- free online
articles about
trauma and its
effects

Book: Trauma and
Recovery - Judith
Herman
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#

There’s a world of help out there...
Be Mindful
Website resources
and
information

Mindfulness meet
up groups - free or
low cost way of
practising
mindfulness with
other people

Mark Williams search on
youtube or
elsewhere for
his guided
meditations

Kristin Neff Self Compassion
- has a website
on self
compassion
with free
meditations

Living well - a
mindfulness
website with a
focus on men
who have been
sexually abused

Book: Finding
Peace in a Frantic
World - Mark
Williams/Danny
Penman - comes
with a CD of
related
meditations

Mindfulness

Christopher
Germer - has a
website with
free
mindfulness
meditations

Search for local
courses often
provided as a 10
week mindfulness
course
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